
Sanskrit Glossary and Index
Each entry word is given a simple translation in single quotes where it is literal��

followed by a brief description	 and page references� to where the word may be

more fully described or applied�

A�ghos�a� unvoiced� characteristic of those
consonants that are uttered with the vocal
cords not vibrating� ��	� ���

A�nga� stem� that part of an in�ected word
that remains unchanged �except for sandhi�
in the process of in�ection� ���

An�ud�atta� �not raised�� one of the three
pitches or tones �svara� of the vowel accent
system of Vedic Sanskrit� ����

Anun�asika� nasal� characteristic of those
sounds uttered through both nose and
mouth� ��	� ���

Anubandha� �bound along with�� a letter
or syllable attached to a dh�atu and marking
some peculiarity in its in�ection� �����

Anusv�ara� �after sound�� ��� a nasal sound
following a svara� ��� ��� sandhi substitute
for an m before a consonant� ��	� ��

Antah� stha� �stand between�� general name
for the semi�vowels ya ra la va� ���� ���

Artha� �meaning�� the word�s� provided in
the Dh�atu�P�at�ha as the sense of the meaning
of a dh�atu� ���������

Ardha�sp�rs�t�a� �half�contact�� the �inner
e�ort� applicable to the �us�man consonants
�sa s�a sa and ha� ����

A�luk Sam�asa� a sam�asa wherein the �rst
word does not lose its vibhakti� ���

Alpa�pr�an� a� �little breath�� characteristic
of those consonants uttered with minimal
breath� ��	��
� ���

Avagraha� Y � symbol for the elision of
A at the beginning of a word due to
sandhi� ���� ��

Avas�ana� cessation of sound� e�g� at the
end of a line of verse� �
� ��

Avyaya� indeclinable� that class of words
that do not have vibhakti endings� ��� �
�

Avyay��bh�ava Sam�asa� an adverbial
compound� the �rst word of which is the
more important� ��� ��

As�t�an� eight� the cardinal number� the
�gure eight� ��	�

�Atmane�pada� �expression for oneself��
verbal voice� ��
� ��	� ����

�Atmane�bh�as��a� �expression for oneself��
verbal voice� synonymous with �atmane�

pada� �����

�Abhyantara�prayatna� �inner e�ort�� the
method �within the mouth� of articulating
sounds� ���� ���

Itaretara Dvandva Sam�asa� the basic
copulative compound whose number is the
sum of its members� ��

Iti� �thus�� used as inverted commas� or
separating a word from its de�nition� ��
�

�Is�at�sp�rs�t�a� �slight contact�� the �inner
e�ort� applicable to the semi�vowels ya ra

la and va� ���� ���

�Is�ad�viv�rta� �slightly open�� the �inner
e�ort� applicable to the �us�man consonants
�sa s�a sa and ha� ���� ���

Uttama�Purus�a� �last person�� grammat�
ical person� distinction in verb endings
denoting the agent of the verb �� English
�rst person�� ���

Ud�atta� �raised�� one of the three pitches
or tones �svara� of the vowel accent system
in Vedic Sanskrit� ���� ���

Upadhm�an��ya� �� the rare half visarga

before pa or pha� ���� ���
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Upapada Tatpurus�a Sam�asa� determi�
native compound having a dh�atu derivative
as its �nal member� ���

Upasarga� verbal pre�x� ��� a pre�x to
verbs to qualify or change its meaning� ����
��� one of the four types of words� ��
�

Ubhayato�bh�as��a� �expression for both��
verbal voice� dh�atu conjugation in parasmai�

bh�as��a or �atmane�bh�as��a� �����

�Us�man� �heated�� general name for the
group of four consonants �sa� s�a� sa and
ha� ���� ���

Eka� one� the cardinal number� the �gure
one� ��	�

Eka�vacana� �one�speaking�� grammatical
singular number� the word su�x denoting
that one person or thing is referred to� See
also dvi�� bahu�vacana� ���� ���

Eka��sruti� �single hearing�� the neutral
sound of Classical Sanskrit� as contrasted
with the tonal accent �svara� system of
Vedic Sanskrit� ����

Os�t�hya� labial� the mouth position used
with the pronunciation of u� pa�varga� and
va� ���� ��� ���

Kan� t�hat�alavya� guttural and palatal�
the mouth position associated with the
pronunciation of e� and ai� ���� ���

Kan� t�hos�t�hya� guttural and labial� the
mouth position associated with the pronun�
ciation of o� and au� ���� ���

Kan� t�hya� guttural� the mouth position
associated with the pronunciation of a� ka�
varga and ha� ���� ��� ���

Kart�r� the agent of the verb� expressed in
pratham�a with an active verb� or t�rt��y�a with
a passive verb� �	��

Karmadh�araya Tatpurus�a Sam�asa� de�
terminative compound which� if dissolved�
the members would have the same case
ending� ��

Karman� the immediate object of the
agent� expressed in dvit��y�a with an active
verb� or pratham�a with a passive verb� �	��

Ka�varga� ka�group� the group of stops
beginning with ka� i�e� ka kha ga gha

�na� ���� ���

�k�ara� �action�� su�x appended to a
Sanskrit letter�sound to name it� e�g� ka�
k�ara� ����

Kriy�a� verb� ��� fully in�ected form of
the verb� ��� ��� one of the four types of
word� ��
�

Kriy�a�vi�ses�an� a� adverb� an indeclinable
that quali�es a verb� �����
�

Ks�a� pronunciation of� �
��

Gan�a� �class�� there are ten classes of
dh�atu� ���� ���� ����

Gun� a� �quality�� the secondary form of
vowels� ���

Ghos�a� voiced� a characteristic of those
consonants that are uttered with the vocal
cords vibrating� ��	� ���

Catur� four� the cardinal number� the
�gure four� ��	�

Caturth�� Vibhakti� fourth case� dative
a�x of nouns and adjectives� ���� 
��

Candrabindu�  �moon�dot�� the symbol
placed above a vowel or ya la or va to
indicate that the sound is nasalized� ����

Ca�varga� ca�group� the group of stops
beginning with ca� i�e� ca cha ja jha

�na� ���� ���

Jihv�am�ul��ya� �� a rare half�visarga before
ka or kha� ��� ��� ���

J�na� pronunciation of� �
��

Tatpurus�a Sam�asa� determinative com�
pound� in which the �rst word quali�es the
second� ��� �

T�alavya� palatal� the mouth position
associated with the pronunciation of i� ca�
varga� ya and �sa� ���� ��� ���
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Ti �n�Vibhakti� verbal su�x� the su�x
of the kriy�a indicating purus�a and va�

cana� ��� ���

T�rt��y�a Vibhakti� third case� instrumental
su�x to nouns and adjectives� ���� 
��

Tri� three� the cardinal number� the �gure
three� ��	�

Dantos�t�hya� dental and labial� the mouth
position associated with the pronunciation
of the English �f� and �v�� ��
� ���

Dantya� dental� the mouth position
associated with the pronunciation of l�� ta�
varga� la and sa� ���� ��� ���

Da�san� ten� the cardinal number� the �gure
ten� ��	�

D��rgha� �long�� the long measure� or vowels
having this measure� ��� 
�

Devan�agar��� �city of immortals�� ��� the
name of the Sanskrit script� ��� ���
variations in symbols� ���� ��� used in
dictionary� ����

Dva� two� the cardinal number� the �gure
two� ��	�

Dvandva Sam�asa� copulative compound�
a type of compound in which the words are
of equal importance� ��� �

Dvigu Tatpurus�a Sam�asa� a determina�
tive compound having a numeral or word
denoting direction as its �rst member� ��

Dvit��y�a Vibhakti� second case� accusative
a�x to nouns and adjectives� ���� 
��

Dvi�vacana� �two�speaking�� grammatical
dual number� the word su�x denoting that
two persons or things are referred to� See
also eka� bahu�vacana� ���� ���

Dh�atu� root� rudimentary meaningful
verbal element from which words are
derived� �� ��� ���� ��	� ���� ����

Na�n�Tatpurus�a Sam�asa� determinative
compound with a negative particle as its
�rst member� ���

Napum� s�aka�li �nga� neuter� one of the
three grammatical genders� ���� 
��

Navan� nine� the cardinal number� the
�gure nine� ��	�

N�ama�dh�atu� nominal verb� a verb
derived from a noun� ��
�

N�aman� �name�� a noun� one of the four
types of word in Sanskrit� ��
�

Nip�ata� particle� one of the four types of
word in Sanskrit� ��
�

Pa�ncan� �ve� the cardinal number� the
�gure �ve� ��	�

Pa�ncam�� Vibhakti� �fth case� ablative
su�x to nouns and adjectives� ����
��

Pada� word� ��� traditionally divided into
four types� ��
� ��� general name for
a fully in�ected word� ��� ��� verbal
voice� see �atmane�pada and parasmai�

pada� ��
� ��	� ����

Parasmai�pada� expression for another�
verbal voice� ��
� ��	� ����

Parasmai�bh�as��a� expression for another�
verbal voice� synonymous with parasmai�

pada� �����

Pa�varga� pa�group� the group of stops
beginning with pa� i�e� pa pha ba bha

ma� ���� ���

P�an� ini� a grammarian �circa �
� bc� whose
work� the As�t��adhy�ay��� fully describes the
grammar of Sanskrit in minute detail� No
other language� to this day� has been so
perfectly described� ��� ��	�

Pum� �li �nga� masculine� one of the three
grammatical genders� ���� 
�� �
�

Purus�a� �person�� grammatical person�
distinction in verbal su�x denoting the per�
son or thing spoken of �prathama�purus� a��
spoken to �madhyama�purus� a�� and the
person speaking �uttama�purus�a�� ���

P�urn� a�vir�ama� �� � full stop� indicates the
end of a verse or end of a paragraph� ����
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Pran�ava
�Sabda� a name applied to the

mystical symbol !� ����

Pratyaya� su�x� general name for any type
of su�x� ���

Prathama�Purus�a� ��rst person�� gram�
matical person� distinction in verbal su�x
denoting the person or thing spoken of
��English third person�� ���

Pratham�a Vibhakti� �rst case� ��� nomi�
native su�x of nouns and adjectives� ���� 
��
��� and vocative� ���

Prayatna� e�ort� the method of articulat�
ing sounds� divided into �abhyantara� and
b�ahya�prayatna� ����

Pr�an� a� �breath�� see alpa�pr�an� a and mah�a�

pr�an� a� ��	�

Pr�atipadika� word stem� the stem form
�i�e� without any case ending� of a noun or
adjective� as found in the dictionary� ���� ���

Pluta� �prolonged�� the prolonged measure�
or vowels having this measure� ��� 
�

Bahu�vacana� �many�speaking�� the gram�
matical plural number� the word su�x
indicating that many �more than two�
persons or things are referred to� See also
eka� dvi�vacana� ���� ���

Bahuvr��hi Sam�asa� a descriptive com�
pound� a compound forming an adjective
qualifying an external noun� ��� ��

B�ahya�prayatna� outer e�ort� the method
�external to the mouth� i�e� the throat� of
articulating sounds� ���� ���

Bh�as��a� speech� verbal voice� see �atmane��
parasmai�� ubhayato�bh�as��a� �����

Madhyama�Purus�a� �middle person�� the
second grammatical person� distinction in
verbal su�x denoting the person spoken to
��English second person�� ���

Mah�a�pr�an� a� �great breath�� a character�
istic of those consonants uttered with extra
breath� ��	� ���

M�at�rk�a� name applied to the �rst sixteen
sounds of the Sanskrit alphabetical order� ���

M�atr�a� �measure�� the length or duration
for which a vowel is sounded� these may be
hrasva d��rgha or pluta� ��� ��

M�urdhanya� cerebral� the mouth position
associated with the pronunciation of �r� t�a�
varga� ra and s�a� ���� ��� ���

Repha� traditional name for ra which�
unlike other sounds� does not use the �k�ara

su�x� ����

La�k�ara� l�a�xes� a common term for the
ten primary tenses and moods of Sanskrit
verbs� ����

Lat�� a technical term for the present
indicative �simple present tense�� one of the
la�k�ara� ����

Li �nga� grammatical gender� there are three
genders� pum� � str��� napum� saka�li �nga� ����

Vacana� �speaking�� grammatical number�
the word su�x that one� two� or more
persons or things are referred to� See eka�

dvi� bahu�vacana� ���� ���

Varga� group� grouping of consonants
according to some common quality� e�g� ka�
varga� pa�varga� ���� �	�

Vibhakti� common term for the case
endings used for nouns and adjectives �sup�
vibhakti�� as well as the personal endings for
verbs �ti �n�vibhakti�� ����

Vir�ama� � 
 � stop� indicates a consonant
without a following vowel� �
��

Vir�ama� �� � stop� indicates the end of a
half�verse or end of a sentence� ����

Vi�ses�an� a� adjective� it has the same case�
number� and gender as the noun that it
quali�es� ��
� �
�

Visarga� �emission�� unvoiced breath after
a vowel� ��� ���

Visarjan��ya� �emitted�� unvoiced breath
after a vowel� synonymous with vis�

arga� ��� ��� ���
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V�rddhi� �increase�� strengthened form of
vowels� ���

Vya�njana� �embellishment�� general name
for any consonant� ��� ����

Vyadhikaran� a Tatpurus�a Sam�asa� de�
terminative compound which� if dissolved�
the members would have di�erent case
endings� ��

�Sakti� name applied to the �rst sixteen
sounds of the Sanskrit alphabetical order� ���

S� as�� six� the cardinal number� the �gure
six� ��	�

S� as�t�h�� Vibhakti� sixth case� genitive a�x
to nouns and adjectives� ��� 
��

Sam� yoga� �bound together�� a conjunct
consonant� consonants not having a sepa�
rating vowel or pause� �
��

Sam� j�n�a� proper noun� personal or place
name� technical terms whose meanings
cannot be etymologically derived� ��
�

Sandhi� �placed together�� the system of
euphonic changes that arise when sounds are
uttered in proximity� it is the tendency to
ease of pronunciation� ������ 
���

Sandhi Vigraha� �separation of sandhi��
removal of the sandhi between words
in a sentence so that the words stand
separately� ���

Sandhyaks�ara� compound vowel� general
name for e ai o au� �	�

Saptan� seven� the cardinal number� the
�gure seven� ��	�

Saptam�� Vibhakti� seventh case� locative
su�x to nouns and adjectives� ��� 
��

Sam�an�adhikaran� a Tatpurus�a Sam�asa�
determinative compound which� if dissolved�
the members would have di�erent case
endings� ��

Sam�asa� �placed together�� a compound
word� ���

Sam�ah�ara Dvandva Sam�asa� copulative
compound whose members are taken collec�
tively as a unit� the compound is treated as
a neuter singular noun� ��

Sampras�aran� a� the process whereby an
antah� stha is replaced by a simple vowel� ���

Sambodhana� calling� addressing� case
ending of nouns and adjectives� variation of
pratham�a�vibhakti� ��� 
��

Sarva�n�aman� �name of all�� pronoun� ��
�

Savarn� a� homophonic� categories of sounds
having the same mouth position and �inner
e�ort�� ����

Sup�vibhakti� case endings used for nouns
and adjectives� ����

Sth�ana� �position�� the various mouth
positions used in uttering vowels and
consonants� ����

Str���li �nga� feminine� one of the three
grammatical genders� ���� 
�� �
�

Spar�sa� �contact�� the general name for the
group of �
 stops ka through ma� ���� ���

Sp�rs�t�a� �contact�� the �inner e�ort� for the
�
 spar�sa ka through ma� ���� ���

Svara� �sound� or �tone�� ��� a general term
for the vowels� ��� ��� a term for the tonal
accents �ud�atta an�ud�atta svarita� of Vedic
Sanskrit� ����

Svarita� mixed tone� one of the three
pitches or tones �svara� of the vowel accent
system of Vedic Sanskrit� ���� ���

Halanta� �consonant��nal�� ending in a
consonant without a following vowel� �
��

Hrasva� �short�� the short measure� or
vowels having this measure� ���




